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Few European countries produce complete coverage of important market data,
standardization is missing, and data are seldom comparable within one country over
time and between countries. Furthermore, detailed information on specific commodities
is missing. Many different data collection methods are currently used and the variety of
agencies collecting data in the various European countries mean that gaining a European
level overview of the quality of existing data is difficult. As part of the EU research
project “OrganicDataNetwork”, a survey was carried out in 2012 to identify the needs
and demands of end users of organic market data, and to find areas of information
asymmetry. A further goal of the survey was to undertake an appraisal of the quality of
the existing available data that is used. This contribution presents some of the highlights
of the results, which will be published in full during 2013.
In an online questionnaire, 390 people from 36 European countries were surveyed. Most
of the responses (40 percent) came from France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain
and the UK, which are all countries with a more developed organic market corresponding
with a higher number of organic operators and thus a higher number of potential end
users of organic data. Of the 390 respondents, 152 (39 percent) worked for organic
producers, 113 (29 percent) for distributors of organic produce/products, and 86
(22 percent) for processor of organic products. 164 (46 percent) respondents were
engaged in executive/management, 97 (27 percent) in sales, and 80 (22 percent) in
marketing. The primary uses for organic market data are marketing strategy formulation
(41 percent), decision support (39 percent), strategy/policy development (34 percent),
research (26 percent), and forecasting (23 percent) (note: these total more than
100 percent as each respondent was allowed to indicate more than one use). The regions
described by the data that are used are primarily national data (62 percent), and also to a
large extent regional data (41 percent). Approximately 32 percent of the respondents
use international European data or whole of Europe data, while 20 percent of the
respondents use data from non-European countries or data on world level respectively.
The respondents expressed that ‘relevance’ is always the main quality need for existing
data that they used, with other quality indicators ranked about equal: namely that data
should be affordable, available as often as needed, accurate, up to date, easily accessible,
comparable with other data that respondents use, of high quality, and sufficient for the
respondents’ needs. The most common criticisms of organic market data were with
regard to accessibility, availability as often as needed, and whether it is up to date. Data
on organic import volumes were also criticized as being inaccurate and incomparable
with other used data, while retail consumer price data for organic food and organic sales
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daata at retail levvel were both
h criticized on their affordab
ability. When asked
a
about available
a
daata that is noot used, the main
m
reason was
w lack of reelevance. Pricce and compa
arability
weere rarely thee reason, and infrequency and inaccuraacy were almo
ost never the reason.
Th
he majority off respondentss reported how
wever that thee quality of th
he data was ra
arely the
reason that it iss not used.
In
n many cases, the frequenccies of responses to exportt volume and value data weere very
sim
milar or the same against all of thee quality critteria. Using the same means of
co
omparison, im
mport volum
me and value data, an
nd commerccial /public organic
prrocurement prrice and volum
me data weree evaluated veery similarly. These data ty
ypes are
alll considered tto be quite diffferent from the data colleection perspecctive, but seem to be
bu
undled from th
he end user perspective. When
W
asked abbout data that is unavailablee, about
30
0 respondentss (up to 25 percent of reespondents) ccould not access each datta type,
altthough most would use th
he data if avaailable and w
would wish forr monthly or annual
daata to be avaailable for all data types. There was an
n almost uniiversal expresssion of
feeeling at a com
mpetitive disad
dvantage becaause of lack off available datta for all data types.
Th
he following ffigure shows the
t number off respondentss who report using
u
each of 15 data
typ
pes that werre the focuss of this surrvey. The figgure also sho
ows the num
mber of
respondents wh
ho report thatt the data typees do not exisst.

Fig
gure 87: Numb
ber of users of
o each data tyype and num ber of respon
ndents who re
eported

that the respecctive data type
e does not exxist
Source: Home at a
al.2013
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